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INTRODUCING THE 2022 LOYALTY WHITEPAPER
Truth and BrandMapp proudly launch the 2022 South African Loyalty Whitepaper.  This is the 7th edition of the 
whitepaper and as every year, it highlights ongoing loyalty trends and new insights, relevant not only to the South 
African market, but for global markets also.

The whitepaper is based upon the results of a deeply comprehensive study brought to you by WhyFive, a consumer 
insights consultancy based in South Africa.  The study is BrandMapp, which is an annual, independent study of 
33,000 South Africans, with an average household income of more than R10,000 a month.  Whilst this may be  
30% of the South African population, it represents 100% of the country’s tax paying base and 80% of all  
consumer spend.  

For the first time, we have included the same loyalty study across consumers who fall below the BrandMapp income 
range.  This research is brought to you by MoyaApp, which surveyed 9,000 consumers, with a household income 
of R10,000 and below per month.  

The whitepaper is written and created by Truth, an international loyalty consultancy which also specialises in 
loyalty training to bring loyalty excellence to South African clients and global teams. The Truth & BrandMap Loyalty 
Whitepaper is a pivotal part of the loyalty and CRM education portfolio, which Truth offers.

Each year the whitepaper brings newness and insight to the loyalty industry.  2022 is no exception.  We hope you 
enjoy the read as much as we have enjoyed compiling it for you.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 2022 Truth & BrandMapp Loyalty Whitepaper outlines how South African consumers use loyalty 
programmes and what their preferences and motivations are towards loyalty.  This whitepaper tracks these 
critical measures across different customer demographics in South Africa.  The BrandMapp survey gathers 
insights from South Africans with a household income of R10k p.m. or more.  

In the 2022 Truth & BrandMapp Loyalty Whitepaper, we see that 73% of South Africans, who are economically 
active, are using loyalty programmes. Since the inception of The Truth & BrandMapp Loyalty Whitepaper 
series, in 2015, we do see an overall increase in loyalty programme usage of 6% points, from 67% in 2015 
to 73% in 2022, but over the past 4 years there has been marginal change in the number of South African 
consumers using loyalty programmes.  The South African loyalty market is mature and stable.  South Africans 
are using 9.2 programmes on average, which has consistently increased year on year.  

South Africans do change their behaviour due to loyalty programmes.  The Truth & BrandMapp Loyalty 
Whitepaper highlights that customers declare that loyalty programmes do change ‘where I shop’, ‘the 
products I buy’, ’where I buy fuel’, ‘where I bank’ and other associated activities.  We also outline South 
African customers’ motivations towards loyalty programmes.  What stands out is that some customers truly 
want to build up points for bigger rewards, others wish to be rewarded instantly and some customers want 
both!  Therein lies the challenge for loyalty managers.

Every year, we deep-dive into which benefits are most enjoyed in South Africa and unsurprisingly, cashback 
from points is once again South Africa’s favourite loyalty benefit.  All customer demographics place top 
importance on cashback but gender, age and income does create a different filter regarding which other 
benefits South Africans want from their loyalty programme membership.  Year on year, we consistently see 
that South Africans still prefer a card to identify themselves and use the loyalty programme.  In fact, 74% of 
South Africans claim a loyalty card is their number 1 choice in how they wish to use a programme.

In terms of which brands South Africans use the most, Clicks ClubCard rates number 1. Unsurprisingly, the 
dominant category for loyalty usage is retail and all loyalty brands within the top 10 are retail programmes, 
apart from FNB eBucks.  The whitepaper also asks a very powerful question: ‘which loyalty programme can 
you simply not live without?’ Discovery Vitality and Standard Bank UCount are the winning loyalty brands in 
terms of being indispensable to their members. 

For the first time, we extended the research to consumers with a household income of R10k and below 
p.m. This research is brought to the whitepaper by MoyaApp and highlights some differences in consumer 
behaviours and preferences as follows:  Lower income consumers use loyalty programmes more (at 82% 
versus 73% in the BrandMapp survey).  This high usage is homogenous across gender, age and sub-income 
brackets within this consumer group.  Cash remains king as a preferred benefit and is followed by data / 
airtime.  The most used loyalty programme for lower income consumers is Shoprite Xtra Savings, followed by 
Pick n Pay Smart Shopper and Capitec Live Better.  In fact, consumers earning R10k and below household 
income p.m. state that they cannot live without Shoprite Xtra Savings, followed by Capitec Live Better.

This is the 7th edition of the Truth & BrandMapp Loyalty Whitepaper. Our previous 6 whitepapers are available 
on www.truth.co.za. 
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KEY TAKE OUTS

73% of ‘economically active’ South Africans 
use loyalty programmes.

South Africans are actively using 9.2 programmes 
on average.

Female customers use loyalty programmes  
marginally more than male customers.

Younger (U25s) customers use loyalty programmes 
much less than older customers.

Wealthier customers use loyalty programmes more 
than lower income customers.

7373%%

9.29.2
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THE SOUTH AFRICAN LOYALTY LANDSCAPE 2022

The Truth & BrandMapp Loyalty Whitepaper series analyses loyalty behaviour across the different demographic 
splits such as gender, age and income. 
The 1st powerful metric from the BrandMapp data is how many South Africans actually use loyalty programmes.  
This is not based on which programmes they prefer or like, but which programmes they actually use.

This has been a relatively stable figure for the past 4 years and over time, since the whitepaper series has been in 
publication, we have seen moderate changes, but an overall increase.

How many actual loyalty programmes does this mean South Africans are members of?  In 2022, South Africans 
are actively members of 9.2 loyalty programmes on average.  This particular statistic has changed significantly 
over time.  Whilst we see above that the number of South Africans using loyalty programmes has only grown by  
approximately 9% since 2015, the actual number of programme usage has grown by 256% since 2014.

Source: BrandMapp 2022

73% of  ‘economically active’ South Africans use loyalty programmes.
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Figure 2:  Loyalty programme active membership in 2014 & 2022
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Figure 1:  Loyalty programme usage over the last 7 years
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Source: BrandMapp 2022
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Whilst the number of programmes which South Africans use increases year on year, we learnt of the most  
remarkable statistic in that Japanese households use on average 120 loyalty cards.  We can’t be certain, but we 
cannot imagine that there are many other markets boasting a higher loyalty membership statistic than Japan.

The Truth & BrandMapp Loyalty Whitepaper extracts the percentage of South Africans using loyalty programmes: 
i.e. 73%.  When a consumer responds “I don’t use”, the BrandMapp survey asks the question “Why don’t you use 
loyalty programmes?”  We always find the results to this question extremely insightful to assist loyalty managers to 
check their own programme design.

Year on year, we do not see much change in the BrandMapp respondents’ feelings regarding non-loyalty pro-
gramme usage.  These responses are consistent over time, and highlight the number 1 reason for non loyalty usage 
being the concern that decent rewards require the customer to spend much more than they actually do or need to.

This drives home the message that programme managers must seek to ensure that customers who can’t  
accumulate rewards fast enough, will lose interest or they wont join at all. The programme needs to find engaging  
ways to reward and acknowledge customer loyalty.  Creating incentives for customers for signing up, referring  
a friend, downloading the programme App or completing a survey are a selection of ways to reward and  
acknowledge customer loyalty.
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Figure 3:  Reasons why customers don’t use loyalty programmes

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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I don’t spend enough to earn decent rewards

I’m just not interested

They are too hard to understand

I don’t like the way they spam you

It is too hard to redeem points or rewards

They want too much personal information

I don’t like all the cards in my wallet
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We studied 10,000 accounts in a large German bank over a period  
of three years and found that customers obtained through referrals  

are both more loyal and more valuable than other customers.
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  Interestingly, a simple gesture of rewarding members for referring a friend can create a win-win in 3 ways:

 1. Hopefully, the loyalty programme acquires new customers

 2.  Existing programme members referring friends feel rewarded 

 3. The referred members who sign up and participate in the programme are more   
  likely to stay for longer and transact more

Rewarding for non-transactional  
activities helps members feel valued 

and appreciate the programme in more 
ways than just the traditional card 

swipe. It is a powerful and meaningful 
way to keep members engaged.

TRUTH
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OVERALL LOYALTY PROGRAMME USAGE VARIANTS 
BY GENDER
We see virtually no difference in 2022 between gender usage of loyalty programmes.  74% of female respondents 
use loyalty programmes versus 73% of male South Africans. 2021 did show a remarkable change in consumer 
loyalty behaviour in the increase of male usage of loyalty programmes.  We believed that this was due to months of 
lockdown and sharing of household chores, like grocery shopping.

Interestingly, the active programme membership base across genders shows that females, whilst only marginally 
ahead in terms of loyalty programme usage, tend to actually use a larger number of programmes.  8 years ago,  
females used 33% more programmes than their male counterparts.  Overtime, this gap has narrowed to 23%  
in 2022.

OVERALL LOYALTY PROGRAMME USAGE VARIANTS 
BY AGE
Every single year we have seen that age has been a significant variant of loyalty usage and consistently year on 
year, the younger population uses loyalty programmes less.  2022 is no exception.  The under 25s usage of loyalty 
programmes is 35% less than the average South African.  We see that 78% of all consumers aged 45 and above 
use loyalty programmes. 

Interestingly, the under 25s usage is at a similar level to 7 years ago when we first released the loyalty whitepaper: 
i.e. in 2022, 54% of under 25s use loyalty vs 53% in 2015.

Figure 4:  Loyalty programme usage – by gender

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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Figure 5:  ‘No. of loyalty programmes I use’ – by gender

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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The number of programmes consumers use also varies by age but less so than we have seen in previous years.  
The under 25s  previously lagged in the number of programmes they are actively members of but have caught up in 
2022 (2021, under 25s used 6.3 programmes only).

OVERALL LOYALTY PROGRAMME USAGE VARIANTS
BY HOUSEHOLD INCOME (HHI p.m.)
How loyalty programme usage varies across different income brackets is variable year on year.  We do see a  
variance across the low to high income groups, showing a 21% points spread from 65% to 86% of South Africans 
are using loyalty programmes.  This is a larger variance versus 2021 which was only 12% points difference from 
R10k-20k HHI p.m. to R80k+ HHI p.m. groups. In terms of how many programmes various income groups use, we 
see some variance ranging from 8.7 programmes (HHI = R10k-R20k p.m.) to 9.6 programmes (HHI p.m. = R80k+ 
p.m.), versus the average for all South Africans at 9.2 programmes.

Figure 8:  Loyalty programme usage  – by monthly household income

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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Figure 7:  ‘No. of loyalty programmes I use’ – by age

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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Figure 6:  Loyalty programme usage  – by age

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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02 Motivations behind  
loyalty behaviour
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Loyalty programmes influence customers to 
change behaviour.

84% and 56% of South Africans are influenced 
by loyalty programmes with regards to where they 
shop and what products they buy, respectively.

Customers fall into 3 categories of real motivation towards 
loyalty programmes: i.e wanting to be instantly rewarded, 
to build up points for bigger rewards and both.

Customers who want both are using loyalty programmes 
more than last year and are more influenced by loyalty to 
change their behaviour.

These customers are also the most demanding 
customers wanting all loyalty benefits on offer.

KEY TAKE OUTS
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MOTIVATIONS BEHIND LOYALTY BEHAVIOUR
Every single day in our loyalty world, the same question gets asked: 

Overwhelmingly, the answer is YES; consumer behaviour does change due to loyalty programme membership.  At 
Truth, we work on a magic number of approximately 4-6% incremental revenue can be generated if the programme 
is well executed.  There are other statistics from international markets which state a 10% incremental performance, 
but having evaluated, for example, the brands entering the South African loyalty awards, we are confident that a 
consistent performance indicator is that of approximately 4-6% incremental turnover due to the loyalty programme.

We also see this coming through strongly in the BrandMapp survey results 2022.  These results are equally supportive  
of the motive of positive behavioural change as they were in the past 2 whitepapers.  In fact, there is mini-
mal difference apart from consistency of respondents’ stated behaviour, which confirms the theory that loyalty  
programmes do change where customers shop, bank, buy fuel, eat, travel and buy insurance.

Without question, these results above show that South Africans are influenced by loyalty programmes.  In 2022, we 
added 2 additional measures which we haven’t tracked before:  how loyalty programmes influence ‘how I travel’ 
and ‘where I buy insurance’.

14

Do loyalty programmes really influence behaviour?

Figure 9:  How loyalty programmes influence behaviour

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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Figure 10:  How loyalty programmes influence behaviour - total

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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LOYALTY PROGRAMMES INFLUENCE BEHAVIOUR
BY GENDER
We see some differences in loyalty behaviour by gender, with female consumers being more influenced by loyalty 
programmes than male consumers in terms of where they shop (+6% points) and the products they buy (+12% 
points), which both relate to shopping behaviours.  Males are more influenced in where they buy fuel (+7% points), 
where they bank (+4% points) and how they travel (+4% points).

Figure 11:  How loyalty programmes influence behaviour – by gender

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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However, please note that 17% state ‘all of these’, which therefore translates into loyalty programmes influencing 
customer behaviours as follows:
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LOYALTY PROGRAMMES INFLUENCE BEHAVIOUR
BY AGE
We definitely see a variance of influence of loyalty programmes on different age groups.  The younger consumers 
are more influenced in terms of shopping (‘where I shop’ +14% points), ‘the products I buy’ (significantly influenced 
by +18% points), ‘where I bank’ (+8% points) and ‘the places I eat’ (+9% points).  Older consumers are more  
influenced by loyalty programmes significantly with regards to ‘where I buy fuel’ (+31% points) and marginally so 
for ‘how I travel’ (+4% points).

LOYALTY PROGRAMMES INFLUENCE BEHAVIOUR
BY INCOME GROUPS
There is less variance in how loyalty influences behaviours for income groups.  Unsurprisingly, a less wealthy  
customer will be more influenced by loyalty in terms of ‘where I shop’ and ‘the products I buy’.  Wealthier  
customers are more influenced in their banking & travel behaviours than lower income customers; again this insight 
is not unexpected.

Figure 12:  How loyalty programmes influence behaviour – by age

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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Loyalty motivations
We have introduced a new measure in the BrandMapp survey 2022 to try and better understand customers’  
motivations behind their loyalty usage.  We call these the customer loyalty statements.  The insights gained from this 
1 question alone answers many interesting questions raised by loyalty managers.

A critical question we always get asked is whether customers want to build up their loyalty points for bigger rewards 
or whether they want to be instantly rewarded there and then.  The answer is screaming at us in the BrandMapp 
survey results: that customers actually fall into 3 groups:

1.  I want to be instantly rewarded – more likely to be a younger customer

2.  I want to build up my points for bigger rewards

3.  I like to do both – more likely to be female and using more retailer loyalty programmes
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Figure 13:  Customer loyalty statements

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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The customers who fall into both: i.e. wanting instant rewards and wanting to save up for bigger rewards are 
using loyalty programmes more than last year overall.  If we cross reference this group of loyalty users with how 
loyalty programmes influence their behaviour, we see that all behaviours are much more influenced than for other 
members.  Enabling customers to both save points and be instantly rewarded significantly changes their beha 
viours across all indicators shown in figure 10 / page 15.  They are also the most demanding loyalty customers in 
that they want all of the benefits from their loyalty programme, as shown in figure 16 / page 24.

We see these 3 mindsets in the survey results, in that 44% of customers stating that they wish to be rewarded  
instantly, also want to build up their points for bigger rewards.  Conversely, 50% of customers stating that they wish 
to build up their points for bigger rewards, also wish to be rewarded instantly.  It is, therefore, imperative that loyalty 
managers cater for all scenarios, as the same member in the programme often may wish to do both.  We do see 
this well executed in so many loyalty programmes, where the main loyalty points currency allows for the longer term 
build up of points and simultaneously, there are ad hoc or weekly vouchers available for a coffee, for example, or a 
partner reward.



The 3rd indicator which shows that 34% of South Africans state: ‘I am motivated to spend more to earn more  
rewards’ adds further weight to our previous debate about how loyalty programmes influence behaviours (‘where I 
shop’ or ‘the products I buy’).

33% of customers ‘hate it when points expire before I can use them’.  This is another age-old debate in our  
industry.  At Truth, we strongly recommend that points should not expire if loyalty members are still active.  What 
if the membership base is more skewed towards customers wishing to build up points for big rewards and  
programme rules force expiry from date of points issuance?  It is extremely frustrating for active members, who feel 
that they are being deprived of their hard-earned rewards.  Many companies debate the impact of points liability on 
the balance sheet. 

30% of South Africans state that they mostly use loyalty programmes to claim in-store specials.  We have seen 
an explosion of loyalty programmes, where the core value proposition is based on in-store special prices.  This is  
typically dominated in South Africa in the grocery sector, but other industries, such as fashion, also use these  
incentives via the loyalty programme.

LOYALTY MOTIVATIONS
BY GENDER
We do see some differences in the loyalty customer statements between female & male customers. Female  
customers are more likely to want to build up points for bigger rewards than males and they are significantly more 
motivated by in-store offers from the loyalty programme.  Both of these motivations make perfect sense if we  
conclude that women are more likely to control household grocery spend than their male counterparts. Females are 
also more frustrated by expiring points than male customers.

Male customers state a higher motivation to use loyalty programmes ‘to get cheaper fuel’, which comes as no 
surprise.   Most amusingly, we see that males are 5 times more likely than female customers to state: ‘I mostly use 
them because my partner tells me to’!

19

The customer lifetime value of an active loyalty  
member, who is engaging with your brand via the  
loyalty programme, outweighs the points liability  
associated with their programme participation. 

TRUTH
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Figure 14:  Customer loyalty statements - by gender

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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LOYALTY MOTIVATIONS
BY AGE

In terms of differences in customer loyalty motivations by age, the results are not surprising but worth stating none-
theless.  The oldest age grouping (65+) significantly over-indexes versus the youngest age grouping (under 25s) in 
the following customer statements: 

LOYALTY MOTIVATIONS
BY INCOME

Not surprisingly, the correlation of age and income is very apparent when we evaluate the loyalty motivations by 
income.  We see exactly the same motivations appeal to the wealthier customers as per the list for the over 65 year 
old customers and vice versa: i.e. the lowest income customer (R10k HHI p.m. correlates to the youngest customer 
above (U25s).  They are most motivated to spend more to earn more rewards and to claim in-store special offers.

Figure 15:  Customer loyalty statements – by age

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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03 South African customer 
loyalty preferences
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Points redeemed into cash remains South Africans 
number 1 preferred loyalty benefit.

Younger customers (U25s) also love to share loyalty 
benefits, to earn status and educational courses.

Wealthier customers prefer travel related benefits 
and cashback on a credit card.

All South Africans prefer to swipe a card to identify 
themselves for loyalty membership.

Using digital channels, like App or digital card is rated 
almost 3 times less preferable than using a card.

KEY TAKE OUTS
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BENEFITS MOST ENJOYED BY SOUTH AFRICAN CUSTOMERS

Across the 7 Truth & BrandMapp Loyalty Whitepapers, we have been reminded every year by the BrandMapp  
survey results that South Africans want cashback most.  There has never been room for debate and no other 
benefit comes anywhere close to how much South Africans prefer cashback.  However, to better unpack the  
understanding of what cashback means, we articulated the question in the BrandMapp survey differently to yield  
the following results.  

Points redeemed into cash

Double points

Birthday offer

Travel / flight discounts

Free gifts / samples

Free delivery

Lifestyle offers - hotels, restaurants, etc.

Airtime or data

Competition entries

Immediate cashback on credit card

Personalised discount vouchers

Flight upgrades

Ability to donate to charity

Airport lounge access

Surprise / unexpected rewards

Points redeemed into products

Educational courses

Early access to sales

Invitation to events

Access benefits via an online store

Exclusive member-only discounts

Ability to share points

Higher tier means richer rewards

Priority boarding

None of the above

48%

41%

40%

40%

39%

34%

33%

31%

30%

30%

29%

27%

27%

26%

26%

24%

22%

19%

18%

17%

17%

15%

12%

11%

2%

Figure 16:  The top benefits most enjoyed by South African consumers

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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Cashback was split into the following options: points redeemed into cash, immediate cashback on my credit card 
and points redeemed into products.  With this level of clarity, we still see, however, that cash as the redemption 
option from points is a clear preference for South Africans but the gap has been narrowed versus previous years’ 
analysis.  There is a clear group of winning benefits which South Africans prefer:

BENEFITS MOST ENJOYED 
BY AGE

There are some interesting differences by age and are therefore, worth examining more deeply.  For illustration, we 
have shown the youngest (under 25s) and oldest age (65+) groupings.  It is clear that the younger customers strong-
ly want monetary value from their loyalty programme membership. However, as we have also seen in previous years, 
the younger customer wants to be able to share their points or donate to charity.  We are also seeing status based 
rewards like higher tiers and priority boarding preferred by younger customers.  Lastly, younger customers are 10 
times more likely to prefer educational courses as a benefit from their loyalty memberships than older customers.  
The over 65 age group is definitely more focused on travel benefits and credit card cashback.

In general, younger loyalty customers have a lot more ‘hopes and dreams’ when it comes to what loyalty  
programmes can and will deliver and tend to tick many boxes in the BrandMapp survey. As they get older, they 
begin to work out what the real benefits are. In simple terms, consumers appear to mature as loyalty members as 
they mature through life.

Points redeemed  
into cash

Double points Travel / flight  
discounts

Birthday points Free gifts /  
samples

BENEFITS MOST ENJOYED 
BY GENDER

There is absolutely no question that gender plays a role in loyalty benefit preferences.  However, it can be surmised 
quite succinctly.  Unsurprisingly, we see female customers over-indexing on benefits linked to shopping.  For all 
other benefits, both genders are relatively similar and we only see male customers preferring airport lounge access 
more than females.

Figure 17:  The benefits most enjoyed by South African consumers

Source: BrandMapp 2022

Figure 18: Benefits most enjoyed – by female consumers

Source: BrandMapp 2022

  Points redeemed into cash
  Double points
  Birthday offer
  Free gifts / samples
  Free delivery

  Personalised discount vouchers
  Surprise / unexpected rewards
  Points redeemed into products
  Early access to sales

Female
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Figure 19:  The top benefits most enjoyed by South African consumers – by age

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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Flight upgrades
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Surprise / unexpected rewards
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None of the above 2%
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14%
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BENEFITS MOST ENJOYED 
BY INCOME

Wealthier consumers, like older consumers, enjoy travel related loyalty benefits more than the average South  
African. The less wealthier income group (with an average monthly household income [HHI p.m.] of R10k-R20k), 
actually prefers a mix of benefits as shown below, but not forgetting that cashback remains the most significant of 
all preferred benefits from loyalty programmes for all income groups.

HHI p.m.: R10k-R20k

Birthday offer 
Free gifts / samples

Airtime or data

Competition entries

Ability to donate to charity

Surprise / unexpected rewards

Educational courses

HHI p.m.: R80k+

Travel related benefits  
(flight discounts & upgrades, 
lounge access, priority boarding)

Lifestyle offers

Immediate cashback  
on credit card

Higher tiers

Figure 21:  Benefits most enjoyed – by income

Source: BrandMapp 2022

Monetary based 
rewards

Status (tiers &  
preferential boarding)

Sharing (to others  
or to charity)

Educational 
courses

Figure 20: The benefits most enjoyed by under 25s

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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If we assess this measure across different demographics, we see virtually no differences between female and male 
customers.  Age, however, does tend to highlight differences, but not always what we would expect.  For example, 
the youngest age group are the most likely to want to swipe a card. 

Income plays less of a role in terms of preferred loyalty identifier, but we do see that wealthier customers are more 
comfortable in using digital identifiers like scanning an App or digital cards.  Lower income customers still wish to 
swipe a physical card and are very comfortable providing their cellphone number as a loyalty identifier.

PREFERRED LOYALTY IDENTIFERS
In the age of digital everything, we are surprised year on year that there is not a dramatic switch in the BrandMapp 
survey results with regards to how customers wish to be identified when using their loyalty programmes.  Once 
again for 2022, we have been absolutely surprised by the results showing how South Africans still want to swipe a 
loyalty card. There is very limited change versus the 2021 results, apart from a notable increase in customers stating 
they are happy to provide a cellphone number (2021 = 23% vs 2022 = 28%).  In addition, we have introduced the 
options of scanning / swiping a digital card and using a digital wallet (e.g. Stocard)  which immediately resulted in 
23% and 14% respectively of South Africans choosing these when asked: ‘which way do you prefer to make use 
of the loyalty programme?’

Figure 22:  Preferred loyalty identifiers in South Africa

Source: BrandMapp 2022

Swiping a card

Scanning an App

Providing a cell number

Scanning / swiping a digital card

Using a digital loyalty wallet (e.g. Stocard)

Providing an ID number

Providing account / member number

None of these

74%

28%

28%

23%
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Clicks ClubCard regains its place as the most used 
loyalty programme in South Africa for the 4th time.

Retail dominates the top 10 most used programmes, 
apart from FNB eBucks which is the only non-retail 
loyalty brand in the top 10, at number 8. 

Most used programmes by category are: Clicks Clubcard 
– retail, FNB eBucks – financial services, Spur Family Card 
– QSR/restaurants, Legacy Lifestyle – travel, MySchool 
MyVillage MyPlanet – ‘other’.

The only loyalty brands where younger customers use  
programmes more than older customers are TFG  
Rewards, Shoprite Xtra Savings, Capitec Live Better,  
Vodacom Vodabucks and Ster Kinekor SK Club.

Discovery Vitality and Standard Bank UCount become the 
top loyalty brands which South Africans cannot live without.

KEY TAKE OUTS
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THE MOST USED LOYALTY PROGRAMMES IN SOUTH AFRICA

The most used loyalty programme results of the BrandMapp survey attract particular attention from the South  
African loyalty industry.  Once again in 2022, we see the majority of the top 10 most used programmes dominated 
by retail, with inclusion also of FNB eBucks, featuring in the top 10.

As always, there is fierce rivalry for the most used loyalty programme and for 2022, Clicks ClubCard regains the top 
position for the 4th time since the Truth & BrandMapp Loyalty Whitepaper series began in 2015.  Pick n Pay Smart 
Shopper drops to 2nd place behind Clicks ClubCard, having led Clicks by 1% point last year.  We see the relatively  
new loyalty programme from Checkers, Xtra Savings, gaining ground on other retailers in the top 10 and now  
occupies 3rd position, ahead of Dis-Chem Benefit, Woolworths WRewards, Spar Rewards and Makro mCard,  
Shoprite Xtra Savings and TFG Rewards.

1.  Clicks ClubCard

2.  Pick n Pay Smart Shopper

3.  Checkers Xtra Savings

4.  Dis-Chem Benefit

5.  Woolworths WRewards

6.  Spar Rewards

7.  Makro mCard

8.  FNB eBucks

9.  Shoprite Xtra Savings

10. TFG Rewards

11. Spur Family Card

12. MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet

13. Capitec Live Better

14.  Shell V+

15.  thank U card

16.  Discovery Vitality

17.  Legacy Lifestyle

18.  Vodacom VodaBucks

19.  CottonOn Perks

20.  MTN YelloBucks

21.  Ster Kinekor SK Club

22.  Standard Bank UCount

23.  Absa Rewards

24.  DSTV Rewards

25.  Exclusive Books Fanatics

Figure 23:  The top 25 most used loyalty programmes in South Africa

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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Figure 24:  The top 10 most used loyalty programmes in South Africa - by sector

Source: BrandMapp 2022

RETAIL
1.  Clicks ClubCard
2.  Pick n Pay Smart Shopper  
3.  Checkers Xtra Savings
4.  Dis-Chem Benefit
5.  Woolworths WRewards
6.  Spar Rewards
7.  Makro mCard
8.  Shoprite Xtra Savings
9.  TFG Rewards
10.  thank U card 

FINANCIAL SERVICES 
1.  FNB eBucks
2.  Capitec Live Better
3.  Discovery Vitality
4.  Standard Bank UCount
5.  Absa Rewards
6.  Nedbank Greenbacks
7.  Old Mutual Rewards
8.  Mr Price Money Insiders
9.  Momentum Multiply
10.  Sanlam Reality

MOST USED LOYALTY PROGRAMMES IN SOUTH AFRICA
BY SECTOR
The sector analysis below allows us to see a more holistic view across industries, without the overall dominance in 
the top 25 of firstly retail and secondly, financial services loyalty brands.

AC CLICKS QUOTE FROM LEADERS IN LOYALTY

???????????????

Meaningful and personal customer relationships have become key in the modern retail 
environment. The war of the wallet and mind space of the consumer is more fiercely 

contested. This has propelled us to really re-think our loyalty programme and the way 
that we interact with our customers through traditional relationships. Clicks Clubcard 

members accounts for 80% of Clicks sales spent across the channels.

34%
22%

18%
12%
12%

10%
9%

5%
4%
3%

79%
77%

66%
64%
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47%

34%

30%
28%

19%
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RETAIL: We see minimal changes to the top 10 most used retail loyalty programmes versus last year, apart from 
Clicks ClubCard regaining its 1st place and advancement by Checkers and Shoprite Xtra Savings (both up +1 / +2 
positions respectively versus 2021).  We also investigated if there is any correlation between the grocery retail loyalty 
programmes and delivery App usage.  We see a certain cross over illustrated as follows:- 
61% of Checkers Sixty60 App users are also using Xtra Savings; 57% of customers using Woolies Dash are using  
WRewards and 60% of Pick n Pay asap! App are using Smart Shopper.  However, users of all grocery retail  
programmes are more likely than average to be using Checkers Sixty60.

RESTAURANTS / QSR
1.  Spur Family Card
2.  Wimpy Rewards 
3.  Kauai Rewards
4.  Panarottis Rewards
5.  John Dory’s John’s Club
6.  Seattle Rewards
7.  Mugg and Bean Generosity
8.  Vida e Caffè
9.  Starbucks Rewards
10.  Burger King Crowns

23%
4%
4%
4%
4%

4%
3%
2%
2%

1%

TRAVEL
1.  Legacy Lifestyle
2.  Tsogo Sun Rewards
3.  SAA Voyager
4.  British Airways Executive Club
5.  Sun MVG
6.  Avis Preferred
7.  City Lodge CLHG Rewards
8.  Europcar Drive Club
9.  Hertz Gold Plus

17%
9%

6%
4%
4%

3%
1%
1%
<1%

OTHER 
1.  MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet
2.  Shell V+
3.  Vodacom VodaBucks 
4.  MTN YelloBucks
5.  Ster Kinekor SK Club
6.  DSTV Rewards
7.  Sorbet Society
8.  Nu Metro Scene Club
9.  SnapnSave
10.  Unilever wuhu

22%
21%

16%
14%
13%

12%
4%
4%

3%

2%
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MOST USED LOYALTY PROGRAMMES IN SOUTH AFRICA
BY GENDER

Every year, we conclude that the retail sector is dominated by a higher usage of female customers than male.  2022 
is no different.  However, in retail, we do see that Makro mCard and Shoprite Xtra Savings are more evenly used by 
female and male customers.  In 2021, Makro mCard was skewed more towards male usage.  Other loyalty brands 
with a similar female / male usage are FNB eBucks, Discovery Vitality and Absa Rewards.  So where do we see 
more male usage in loyalty programmes than females?  These 4 brands show a marginally higher usage by male  
customers by only +3% points: Shell V+, Legacy Lifestyle, Standard Bank UCount and DSTV Rewards.

34

FINANCIAL SERVICES: FNB eBucks retains its top position in 2022 as the most used financial services loyalty 
programme since we started the whitepaper series in 2015.  However, from nowhere, Capitec Live Better enters  
in 2nd place.  This is a new programme and we discuss Capitec in more detail in the last section of the white-
paper (mass market loyalty).  Mr Price Money Insiders moves ahead of the insurers of Momentum Multiply and  
Sanlam Reality.

FNB: “We have demonstrated the impact of our programme on the lives of our customers over the last 20 
years, and we continue to evolve our approach to align with customers needs and our behavioural objectives.”  
- Source: Digital Street SA 

CAPITEC: “The Capitec Live Better Rewards programme has 9,5 million members. 5 million of these  
members are using our savings tools, 1 million of them are saving with our partners and 800,000 are earning  
banking rewards.” - Source: Leaders in Loyalty Summit 2022 

RESTAURANTS / QSR: Spur Family Card retains its top position, as it has been since 2015, as the most used 
restaurant / QSR loyalty programme. Wimpy Rewards advances to 2nd place ahead of Kauai Rewards. There is 
minimal other change apart from Starbucks Rewards entering the top 10 for the 1st time at 9th position and Seattle 
Rewards drops 3 places to 6th position.

SPUR: “We aim to simplify our programmes across the Spur Group and keep them transparent, making them  
attainable for our customers.” - Source: Leaders in Loyalty Summit 2022 

TRAVEL: Legacy Lifestyle retains its most used travel loyalty programme position. There is no change at all in the 
rankings of all travel loyalty programmes versus 2021.

OTHER: This is a difficult category to compare as it captures any loyalty brand which doesn’t fall into the  
previous 4 categories.  MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet retains its top position.  Many may argue that it is a retail 
loyalty programme, but in fact it covers multiple industries in its multi-partner offering to members.  Other loyalty 
brands remain stable in this category versus last year, apart from Ster Kinekor SK Club which drops from 3rd to 5th 
and Unilever’s wuhu programme enters the top 10.

MOST USED LOYALTY PROGRAMMES IN SOUTH AFRICA
BY AGE

Most of the top 25 loyalty brands in South Africa are more heavily used by older customers than younger customers, 
as is the trend for overall loyalty programme usage.  There are a few brands which are evenly spread across age 
groups like Clicks ClubCard, thank U, Spur Family Card and MTN YelloBucks.

We like to highlight loyalty brands which are differentiating themselves with the younger generation, especially as 
overall usage in the under 25s age group always tracks so much lower than the average South African usage of 
programmes.  Here are the loyalty brands winning the hearts and minds (translating in programme usage) of the 
under 25 South Africans:
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MOST USED LOYALTY PROGRAMMES IN SOUTH AFRICA
BY INCOME

Income plays the role we expect in terms of which brands appeal to lower income customers or wealthier custom-
ers, especially in the retail brands: i.e. it is not surprising that Woolworths WRewards is used more by wealthier cus-
tomers and that Shoprite Xtra Savings is used more by lower income customers.  TFG Rewards is also used much 
more by lower income customers.  All the banks’ loyalty propositions, apart from Capitec Live Better, are used more 
by wealthier customers and this includes Discovery Vitality.  The telcos (Vodacom VodaBucks and MTN YelloBucks) 
are both used more by lower income customers.

Figure 25: The most used loyalty programmes - by under 25s

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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Potentially, this next survey result is the most impactful in terms of measuring true customer  loyalty to a brand’s 
loyalty programme.  The BrandMapp survey asks the million dollar question: 

It is important to note that respondents could only choose a loyalty programme which they state that they use.  This 
is a critical quality check so respondents can only choose an absolute favourite loyalty brand, which they already 
use; it levels the playing field.  It measures the ‘relative’ love for a loyalty brand rather than quantitative usage of  
the programme.

Loyalty programmes South Africans 
can’t live without

“If you can only keep 1 loyalty programme,  
which would you keep?”

36
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The graph below shows the top 25 loyalty programmes which South Africans can’t live without.

Figure 26:  The top 25 loyalty programmes South Africans can’t live without

Source: BrandMapp 2022

1.  Discovery Vitality

2.  Standard Bank UCount

3. FNB eBucks

4.  Investec Rewards 

5.  Absa Rewards
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For the 1st time since we have asked this question, we see another loyalty brand, other than FNB eBucks, being 
chosen as the 1 programme which South Africans can’t live without.  Discovery Vitality & Standard Bank UCount 
are the 2 brands which South Africans simply can’t live without, with an equal 37% of their members labelling them 
as indispensable in their lives (well almost!). The results show FNB eBucks dropping to 3rd position and the next 5 
brands are also financial services loyalty programmes, which has been the trend since measuring this result through 
the BrandMapp survey.  

The 1st non-financial services loyalty programme is Checkers Xtra Savings.  Checkers can, therefore, claim that its 
loyalty programme is the number 1 retail loyalty programme which South Africans cannot live without.

The significance of these results is that we see the relevant impact of the loyalty programme rather than pure volume 
of members using that brand.  The following loyalty brands feature in the top 25 loyalty programmes South Africans  
can’t live without, but not in the top 25 most used loyalty programmes: Investec Rewards, Snapnsave, British  
Airways Executive Club, Sanlam Reality, Old Mutual Rewards, Mr Price Money Insiders and OK Count On Card.

38

Vitality is all about a multi-dimensional ecosystem of rewarding: i.e. essentially 
changing the world. We operate off a shared value model, meaning Vitality is 
good for our members and good for society. We provide financial incentives 
to nudge people towards healthier habits. - Source: Leaders in Loyalty Summit 2022 

We create our partnerships with 1 goal in mind and that is for the customer. 
You can’t make it too difficult for members to claim benefits at partners. This 
is 1 of the key messages Standard Bank tries to implement. Execution must 
be simple. - Source: Leaders in Loyalty Summit 2022
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Loyalty behaviours in South 
Africa’s mass market
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Shoprite Xtra Savings is the most used loyalty programme 
and the top 10 is still dominated by retail, although Capitec 
Live Better is the 3rd most used programme.  We also see 
MTN YelloBucks and Vodacom VodaBucks featuring in the 
top 10 most used loyalty programmes.

82% of South Africans earning ≤R10k household income 
p.m. use loyalty programmes and this is homogenous 
across gender, age & sub-income brackets.

Customers in the mass market are strongly influenced 
(by loyalty programmes in terms of where they shop). 

Cash remains king and is followed by airtime and data 
being the preferred loyalty reward/benefits.

Low income customers prefer to build up their points to 
use for the bigger reward.

8282%%
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LOYALTY LANDSCAPE IN SOUTH AFRICA’S MASS MARKET

INTRODUCTION

Throughout the 7 years of the Truth & BrandMapp loyalty whitepaper series, the survey results have painted a  
picture of South Africans with a household income of R10,000  per month or above. Whilst this may represent 80% 
of consumer spend in South Africa, it does leave a void of 70% of the population.

Through a partnership with MoyaApp, we have been able to replicate most of the BrandMapp survey questions to 
draw insights on the loyalty behaviours of South Africans with household incomes of R10,000 and below per month 
(≤R10k HHI p.m.).  

We have chosen not to mix these results with the BrandMapp survey results, because they are a different data set. 

The survey results are conclusive and extremely insightful.  Over 9,000 South Africans responded to the survey and 
the sample is representative of South Africa’s mass market, after a process of data weighting against stats SA.

MoyaApp is a large South African datafree mobile chat, digital content and 
payments platform, with approximately 6 million monthly active users.

It is 1 of the best means to reach the mass market, as is evidenced by the 
presence of large advertisers like Shoprite, Unilever, Clientele, Mondelez, GSK 
and Old Mutual.

MoyaApp research has established a well profiled and highly engaged panel  
of mass market South Africans, including the hard-to-reach informal  
demographic segments.MoyaApp has the capacity to deliver a nationally  
representative sample size of n=500 to n=45 000 on a single project.

Quantitative research can be conducted datafree via a web-survey format or 
chat based via the messaging platform. 

Veedo, its datafree video conferencing tool, has a focus group product, in  
addition to the standard suite of online meeting features.

MoyaApp’s research customers include Kantar, Ipsos, Nedbank, Unilever,  
Tiger Brands,  HSRC,  UNESCO, UCT, Stellenbosch University, University of 
Witwatersrand, University of Johannesburg.
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There is no question about how important loyalty programmes are to bolster income levels where customers most 
need it.  73% of the survey respondents are responsible for grocery shopping and the value returned through loyalty 
programmes is clearly a welcome helping hand.

There is minimal change to the 82% headline usage by gender or age. The loyalty behaviour in South Africa’s mass 
market is more homogenous than we see in the BrandMapp survey results.  Demographic differences do not seem 
to change loyalty behaviour.

LOYALTY PROGRAMMES INFLUENCE BEHAVIOUR - MASS MARKET

As discussed in section 2 of this whitepaper, loyalty programmes do impact customer behaviour.  We see this to the 
same extreme, but with different influences for the South African mass market.

The main difference we can see in the MoyaApp data is that loyalty programmes are significantly influencing not 
only ‘where I shop’ and ‘the products I buy’, as we saw in the BrandMapp results, but ‘where I bank’ is the 2nd 
most influenced behaviour.  We call this the ‘Capitec effect’ and this will be explained further in this section when 
we look at the most used loyalty programmes for mass market South Africans.  It proves that the simplicity of the 
Capitec Live Better programme appeals enormously to the less wealthy customer.  Customers with a household 
income of R10,000 and below p.m. are significantly less concerned about eating at restaurants, travelling and fuel 
purchases, as we see in the results above.  There are no significant gender skews in the MoyaApp survey results, 
other than what we understood to be the case for all South Africans.  Female customers are more influenced by 
loyalty programmes (for where they shop and product choice) and male customers are more influenced by banking 
and fuel purchases.

82% of South Africans in the mass market use loyalty programmes.

LOYALTY LANDSCAPE 2022 - MASS MARKET

The consumer with lower income levels (≤R10k HHI p.m.) in South Africa is using loyalty programmes more than 
higher income groups (>R10k HHI p.m.).

42

Figure 27:  How loyalty programmes influence behaviour - mass market

Source: MoyaApp 2022
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LOYALTY MOTIVATIONS - MASS MARKET

Unlike the majority of South Africans who equally wish to save up points for big rewards and be instantly rewarded,  
lower income customers with a household income of R10,000 and below p.m. most definitely prefer to build up 
points for bigger rewards.  Loyalty programme rewards can be seen as an investment.  The saving for bigger  
rewards resembles the market’s positive attitude towards using stokvels.

Figure 28:  Customer loyalty statements - mass market

Source: MoyaApp 2022
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Figure 29:  The top benefits most enjoyed by South African consumers - mass market

Source: MoyaApp 2022

BENEFITS MOST ENJOYED - MASS MARKET

Like we see for all South Africans and as we have seen year on year, cashback is the most preferred benefit for the 
mass market South African.  Overwhelmingly so, 66% of the MoyaApp survey respondents prefer to redeem points 
into cash, followed by airtime or data.  Airtime or data is preferred by 50%, whereas for a wealthier customer, this 
only rated as the 8th preferred benefit, with 31% preferring airtime or data.  It is also critical to note that educational 
courses feature as the 5th most preferred benefit.  Overall, the choices made by South Africans needing a boost of 
cash from their loyalty programme are less likely to favour the softer benefits.
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PREFERRED LOYALTY IDENTIFIERS - MASS MARKET
As we are now aware, all South Africans prefer to swipe a loyalty card to enjoy their loyalty programme.  All  
customers in all income brackets behave the same.  Customers with a household income of R10,000 and below 
p.m. de-prioritise scanning an App as their identification choice and are more comfortable providing a cellphone 
number or their ID number.  Typically, App usage is limited across customers with low-grade smart phones as there 
isn’t enough storage space to store Apps, let alone data for the download.

MOST USED LOYALTY PROGRAMMES - MASS MARKET
For low income customers, there is a very different picture of the most used loyalty brands than for the majority of 
‘economically active’ South Africans.  The top 25 most used loyalty brands is dominated by Shoprite Xtra Savings, 
which is not surprising but its gap ahead of the next most used loyalty brand is extremely significant.  Shoprite Xtra 
Savings is used by 67% of mass market South Africans and is followed far behind by Pick n Pay Smart Shopper 
(48%) and Capitec Live Better (also 48%).  The top 10 features the following brands which do not feature in the 
top 10 for wealthier customers: Capitec Live Better, MTN YelloBucks, Vodacom  VodaBucks and Pep Club Card.  
Again, it is interesting to see, and it is expected, that all 4 of these brands are ranked within the top 10 most used  
loyalty programmes, shown on page 46. 

Figure 30:  Preferred loyalty identifiers in South Africa - mass market

Source: MoyaApp 2022
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Figure 31:  The top 25 most used loyalty programmes in South Africa - mass market

Source: MoyaApp 2022
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There is minimal gender variation across the top 25 most used brands in that females are using these programmes 
more (or some brands the same), apart from FNB eBucks which is showing a higher male usage than female.  

The age of customers does make a bigger difference, however, in programme usage.  Shoprite Xtra Savings wins 
across virtually all age groups (with only Pick n Pay Smart Shopper being used more by the 50+ age group).  Both 
Shoprite Xtra Savings and Capitec Live Better are showing less variation across age groupings in terms of usage 
– i.e. all age groups use these programmes and hence why they are being rated as most used programmes.  Pick 
n Pay Smart Shopper, Clicks ClubCard, Dis-Chem Benefit and Checkers Xtra Savings are all used more by older 
customers.  MTN YelloBucks and TFG Rewards are definitely used more by younger customers, but interestingly, 
we don’t see this with Vodacom’s VodaBucks programme, which seems to be age-agnostic.
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The dominance of Shoprite Xtra Savings and Capitec Live Better for the mass market customer in South Africa is 
shown across virtually all measures in the MoyaApp survey and is highlighted once again in this critical measure.  In 
fact, 50% of the Shoprite Xtra Savings users are also loyalty users of the Capitec Live Better programme.
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2.  Capitec Live Better

3.  Pick n Pay Smart Shopper

4.  FNB eBucks
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9.  Standard Bank UCount

10.  Vodacom VodaBucks

11.  Absa Rewards

12. Tsogo Sun Rewards

13. Mahala

14.  Shell V+

15.  Clicks ClubCard
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17. TFG Rewards
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19. Spar Rewards

20.  Old Mutual Rewards
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Figure 32:  The top 20 loyalty programmes South Africans can’t live without  - mass market

Source: MoyaApp 2022

As a final insight for the mass market loyalty market, we review the programmes which customers say they cannot 
live without.  We see a significantly different story than within the BrandMapp survey results.  The top loyalty pro-
grammes which consumers cannot live without are not all financial services brands, as the results show in the graph:
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CONCLUSION

If ever there was a buzz word around CRM and loyalty, it is ‘personalisation’.  We hear retailers sending us  
‘personalised’ vouchers, we hear loyalty managers talking about personalisation as their number 1 priority, but at the 
end of the day, does it matter to the members of loyalty programmes?  We can confidently answer such a question 
in the undisputable overlap between the BrandMapp survey results for ‘which of these programmes is relevant to 
you?’ and ‘which loyalty programme can you not live without?’

There is no question that relevance and personalisation impacts how much members start to extract value from 
their loyalty programmes.  We see Discovery Vitality and Standard Bank UCount taking the number 1 and 2 slots 
respectively on both this measure of relevance and for most valued loyalty programme (see figure 26 / page 37).  
This cannot be a simple co-incidence.  If we analyse the top 10 of the most relevant loyalty programmes above 
and loyalty programmes which South Africans can’t live without, we see an 80% correlation in the results.  If we do 
the same calculation of relevance and the most used loyalty programme, we only see a 40% correlation in the top  
10 programmes.

Figure 33:  Loyalty programmes which give me offers & benefits which are personalised

Source: BrandMapp 2022
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Personalisation is the ultimate reward.

Personalisation is essential in building customer loyalty.  For communications to be effective, they need to be  
relevant.  Absence of personalisation leads to valueless noise; without personalisation, customers become dis- 
engaged and leave your brand.  We recommend that loyalty programmes must stay relevant on 2 levels - firstly, in 
terms of their rewards offered and secondly, in terms of relevant communications. Customers don’t respond purely 
to loyalty programme incentives, but rather to the brand’s relevance to their own individual needs.

Throughout the 7th edition of this Truth & BrandMapp South African Loyalty Whitepaper, the results show that many 
brands remain the most used loyalty programme in their sector and these are the brands which have consistently 
offered relevance to their members.  We also see the rise of new loyalty brands in the market place, which over time 
will be able to drive more personalised experiences for their customers, as they gain more insight and become more 
and more relevant to their customers’ every day needs.

Personalisation is becoming a way  
of life for many brands. Collecting  

personal profile information on your 
customers, crafting personalised  

experiences around them, and creating 
solid long-term relationships that  

foster brand loyalty.

SOURCE: CLARUS COMMERCE
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Truth is a boutique consultancy specialising in loyalty, CRM and customer centricity strategy development. We 
assist global and leading South African brands from inception to launch of its programme. Truth’s principal areas 
of consultancy focus on strategy, design, customer segmentation strategies, platform assessment, CRM, member 
engagement and education (online loyalty training). 

Truth has 4 loyalty offerings of consultancy:

CUSTOMER
LOYALTY

STRATEGY

PLATFORMS
&

PRODUCTS

CUSTOMER
ACADEMY

DATA
INSIGHT

We are deeply experienced in creating and executing 
world-class customer loyalty strategies for our clients.  
Our insights enable you to optimise your greatest asset 
– your customer base.

This strategic leadership spans from loyalty programme 
design/re-design through to customer centricity at the 
core of your business.

Our consulting work is more powerful with an analytical 
approach to customer data, combined with in-depth 
research and analysis of the industry trends across  
loyalty & CRM.

We believe deeply in commercial modelling to ensure  
that our recommendations are more robust than  
just ideas.

Truth’s Customer Academy is our knowledge sharing 
centre where we share our expertise and learnings in 
the fields of loyalty CRM. 

Through online courses we bring loyalty excellence 
to a global market. We share invaluable, comprehens 
interviews with thought leaders, global best practice 
principles, whitepapers, videos and articles. Case 
studies on international loyalty programmes will  
expand your knowledge of the ever growing  
loyalty landscape. 

We provide you with a platform assessment for your 
loyalty needs.

If required, Truth will manage a RFP process with  
trusted external vendors.

CUSTOMER LOYALTY STRATEGY

DATA INSIGHT

PLATFORMS & PRODUCTS

CUSTOMER ACADEMY
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Amanda Cromhout, the Founder & CEO of Truth, has created The Blind Loyalty Trust.  

Having endured 3 months of intense and terrifying pain, after contracting fusarium keratitis in March 2022, Amanda 
is left blind in her right eye.  She had 2 emergency cornea transplants and her eye is at least saved, even if without 
sight for now.  She hopes this may be rectified after more surgery in 2023.

“I would never want anyone to endure such suffering without at least the financial aid to pay for the best care & 
eye surgery. The Blind Loyalty Trust is founded to assist financially disadvantaged individuals who may suffer from 
similar, critical eye infections and who are fighting for their sight.”

The trust is supported by the talented & devoted surgeon who is also fighting for Amanda’s sight; he is a trustee of 
the trust and will allocate funds raised by The Blind Loyalty Trust to reduce the pain & anxiety of others who may 
wake up one day to find they are in intense pain, which changes their lives forever.  

Amanda is calling upon the global loyalty industry at large to support The Blind Loyalty Trust. If you like what you 
read in this whitepaper and would like the author of the whitepaper to act as your loyalty brand ambassador, Aman-
da will do so.  All fees generated from Amanda creating compelling loyalty content for your brand will go to The Blind 
Loyalty Trust to help others facing blindness and suffering.

Please contact Amanda on amanda@truth.co.za to discuss how she can create digital content for you to use in 
promoting your loyalty brand.  In doing so, you are enormously contributing to reduce the intense suffering and 
possible blindness of other individuals.
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